CHLOROPHYLL from grasses is where a horse gets all it’s calcium for massive bone
strength/density as well as protein for lean, powerful muscle mass. The obvious miracle of this
chlorophyll molecule for producing cellular energy is exactly the same for all the creatures that
graze upon the grasses. That includes the bison, the buffalo, the deer and the antelope, the cow,
the sheep, the pig, the goat and when we look at the biomass of animals that feed on the grasses
it makes it obvious where the true nutrition is according to Natural Law; it’s in the chlorophyll
from the grasses. More biomass of animals feed on grasses than any other food on Earth.
The cereal grasses (wheat, oats, corn, rice etc.) all produce high quality chlorophyll as
well as powerfully dense nutrition in their seeds. It is the sustenance from the cereal grasses
that has provided nutrition for our evolution over the last 20,000 years as man has known how
to cultivate crops rather than roam in search of food. Grasses lead the way as the “super-food”
in the nourishment of animal cells and there are few exceptions (cats may be true carnivores).
What has gone wrong in the last 100 years?
Plenty, starting with a move away from fresh produce based diets to Completely Refined And
Processed (CRAP). Natural Law has not allowed us to evolve to this CRAP that is so prolific
in the American diet. It is shocking to see parents poisoning their children with Completely
Refined And Processed garbage and then also not taking the time to understand even the basics
of real nutrition. Worse still, because of the massive amount of mis-information, Americans are
completely occupied with nonsense such as counting calories, fat, sugars (although most don’t
realize what they are actually counting) amounts of specific compounds like vitamins and minerals, and even taking synthetic compounds to the false belief that “man-made” nutrition can
replace the abundance of “God-made” nutrition still evident in everything green and everything
made from green chlorophyll.
No animals are eating the brown, dead leaves of autumn due to the fact that the green is
where the nutrition is… there is none in the brown, caramelized sugars of the fallen leaves. Yet
this is what our supermarket shelves are full of; brown, cooked out of nutritional vitality, empty
starch-carb-sugar calories without any “sunlight” rich qualities, so they devitalize compared to
what the sunshine “God-made” foods can deliver readily. This is why I sprout my own food.
Americans and those following our Standard American Diets (SAD) are doing so at their own
peril. WAKE-UP AMERICA, take back your health, the life you save will be your own.
In conclusion, CHLOROPHYLL is the base of a natural food pyramid and we need to
make it a food group in order to harness the cleanest fuel available. We have a choice to build
our cells from the Natural Law understanding of where the ultimate nutrition comes from and
thus one will benefit from the rejuvenating power of nature’s best. That choice would involve a
whole new way of thinking about nutrition rather than a constant pop-culture, social event.
A paradigm for new anti-aging technology can only succeed when the top players
also realize the infinite power of evolution and use both the modern discoveries along with
the old, established evolutionary requisites; chlorophyll and chlorophyll created nutrition
as the ultimate, high test fuel with the cleanest burn and hence less to detox.
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